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A recent study@D. S. P. Smith and B. M. Law, Phys. Rev. E52, 580 ~1995!# presented the experimental
determination of the universal critical adsorption integrals*P15*P1(x)dx and *P25*@P2(x)21#dx,
whereP6(x) are the one-phase (1) and two-phase (2) universal functions that scale the variation of the local
order parameter near a free surface in the vicinity of the Ising critical end point. In this previous ellipsometric
study of the liquid-vapor surface of three binary liquid mixtures, the analysis assumed the surface layer to be
composed purely of the preferentially adsorbed component and neglected capillary wave fluctuations. Here we
present ellipsometric data for four liquid mixtures that were measured with improved temperature control. The
analysis of the previous study is repeated on these data, and an effort is made to develop a method of analysis
that is based on a more accurate set of assumptions. Measurements of the surface tension at the liquid-vapor
surface of each mixture are used to estimate the surface layer’s composition for each mixture. The ellipsomet-
ric data are analyzed assuming this calculated surface composition, and the contribution due to capillary waves
is taken into account in an approximate fashion. The means of the*P1 and*P2 values obtained using the
previous and current methods are not significantly different. This provides confidence that the experimentally
determined values for*P6 are only slightly dependent on the above approximations, and that they have been
determined with a high degree of accuracy.@S1063-651X~96!04609-0#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.2m, 64.60.Fr, 05.70.Fh, 82.65.Dp

I. INTRODUCTION

Critical adsorption occurs at the liquid-vapor or liquid-
solid surfaces in a critical binary liquid mixture when the
bulk critical temperatureTc is approached from the one-
phase side, and from the two-phase side provided a wetting
layer does not form. For small reduced temperatures,
t5uT2Tcu/Tc!1, the thickness of the adsorption profile is
scaled by the diverging bulk correlation length
j65j06t

2n, where the subscript1 (2) will be used to
indicate one-phase~two-phase! quantities. LetL andH de-
note the two molecular components of the mixture, where
L (H) represents the pure component with the lower~higher!
density. The local order parameter is defined on the liquid
side of the surface (z>0) by

m~z,t !5wL~z,t !2wL~1`,0!, ~1!

wherewL(z,t) is the local volume fraction of theL compo-
nent expressed as a function oft and z, the depth into the
liquid, while wL(1`,0) is the bulk critical volume fraction.
For the case in whichL is preferentially adsorbed at the
liquid-vapor surface~which requires that the surface tension
of L is lower than the surface tension ofH) the critical
adsorption profile scales as@1–4#

m6~z,t !5M2t
bP6S z1ze

j6
D . ~2!

The surface scaling functionsP1(x) andP2(x) have differ-
ent forms, but are both universal. Hereb andM2 are the
usual critical exponent and coefficient of the bulk order pa-
rameter in the two-phase region, wherem2(1`,t)

5M2t
b. The extrapolation lengthze is nonuniversal and in-

dependent ofz. The surface scaling functions have the limits
@2–4#

P6~x!2P6~`!>P`,6e
2x ~3!

for x@1, with P1(`)50 andP2(`)51, and

P6~x!>c6x
2b/n ~4!

for x!1, whereP`,6 and c6 are universal constants. A
thorough and up to date review of the published experimen-
tal tests of the critical adsorption scaling equations~2!, ~3!,
and ~4! is provided in Ref.@5#.

Recent theories have provided values forP`,6 andc6 , as
well as numerical determinations ofP6(x) in the crossover
region between the limits of large and smallx. Diehl and
Smock@3# have published a renormalization-group, one-loop
calculation forP6(x), while Smock, Diehl, and Landau@4#
have fitted functionsP6(x) to the Monte Carlo data of Lan-
dau and Binder@6#. In addition, Flöter and Dietrich@7# have
provided universal quantities related to critical adsorption for
dimensiond53 by interpolation of exact results ford52
andd54.

In a previous publication@8# we presented the experimen-
tal determination of the universal critical adsorption integrals

* P15E
0

`

P1~x!dx, ~5a!

* P25E
0

`

@P2~x!21#dx, ~5b!

and the ratio
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RMA5* P1 Y * P2 . ~5c!

From ellipsometric measurements on the liquid-vapor sur-
face of the three critical binary liquid mixtures 2,6 lutidine-
water ~LW!, nitrobenzene-hexane ~NH!, and 3
methylpyridine-D2O ~PD! we obtained*P151.8660.11,
*P251.6160.04, andRMA51.1960.04. The ellipsometric
data on our samples of the critical mixtures LW and NH
have since been remeasured using an improved thermostat,
where thermal gradients have been minimized. Additional
improved ellipsometric measurements on new samples of the
critical liquid mixtures aniline-cyclohexane~AC! and isobu-
tyric acid-water~IW! have been taken. The relevant experi-
mental details are described in Sec. II, and the ellipsometric
data for the mixtures AC, IW, LW, and NH are presented. In
Sec. III the method of analysis developed in Ref.@8# is re-
viewed and applied to these data.

Ellipsometry measurements have contributions from both
the static intrinsic profile expressed in Eqs.~1! and ~2! and
the thermally generated capillary wave fluctuations@9#. The
analysis of the ellipsometric data in Ref.@8# and Sec. III of
this manuscript considers only the intrinsic profile and ne-
glects the capillary wave contribution. In addition, the analy-
sis assumes the surface layer atz50 to be composed purely
of the preferentially adsorbed componentL, wL(0,t)51.
This assumption is removed in Sec. IV, where we employ
the semiempirical theory of Tamura, Kurata, and Odani@10#
to derive an estimate for the surface volume fraction
wL(0,t) from liquid-vapor surface tension measurements. In
Sec. V we discuss an approximation by which the capillary
wave contribution to the ellipsometry measurements can be
taken into account. The analysis developed in Secs. IV and V
is applied to the ellipsometric data for the mixtures AC, IW,
LW, and NH in Sec. VI, and conclusions are drawn from the
results of this and other methods of analysis. Finally, Sec.
VII summarizes the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Phase-modulated ellipsometry@11# is a particularly effec-
tive method for probing the order-parameter profile. A pro-
cedure established by Beaglehole@12# is to monitor the co-
efficient of ellipticity at the Brewster angle, defined by

r̄5Im~r p /r s!uuB, ~6!

where r p and r s are the complex reflection coefficients for
the two independent polarizations. Our ellipsometric study of
the critical mixtures AC, IW, LW, and NH was originally
reported in Refs.@13# and @14# and (r̄,t) data for the mix-
tures LW and NH were presented in Ref.@8#. For the reasons
discussed in this section below, new samples have been pre-
pared for the mixtures AC and IW, and (r̄,t) data have been
measured for all four mixtures with improved accuracy for
the present publication.

The four liquid mixtures were chosen in part because they
do not form a wetting layer in the two-phase region. This
requires that the componentL have the lower liquid-vapor
surface tension. Each of the four mixtures has been the focus
of several past experimental studies of bulk critical phenom-

ena. In Table I selected literature values for the critical vol-
ume fraction of componentL, wL(1`,0), and the critical
temperatureTc are given for each of the four mixtures. These
values are provided so that they may be compared with our
measured values, and will not be used in the analysis below.

Trace levels of water or other impurities can shift the
critical temperature of binary liquid mixtures by as much as
several degrees, and can affect certain other bulk properties
significantly. Chemical purity could be even more important
for surface measurements because of the possibility of pref-
erential adsorption of the impurities. The purification proce-
dures used for each of the chemicals were discussed in Ref.
@14#. The cells containing the samples were composed en-
tirely of Pyrex. They were cleaned with an acid glass etch,
rinsed in deionized, distilled water, and oven dried overnight
in air. After being filled, the cells were flame sealed. As a
test of the purity of our samples, the literatureTc values
listed in Table I can be compared with the values measured
for our samples, given in Table II. Each of the literature
values forTc agrees with our measured values to within
0.5 °C.

The most reliable method of checking that a sample has
been mixed at the critical concentration is to verify that after
a quench from a one-phase temperature to a two-phase tem-
perature nearTc , the meniscus forms in the middle of the
sample cell, dividing the two phases into equal volumes.
This test of criticality was performed for both the samples of
LW and NH in Ref.@14#, but not for the samples of AC and
IW reported in Ref.@13#. New samples of the mixtures AC
and IW were prepared and checked for criticality for this
paper. The values ofwL(1`,0) given in Table II differ from
the old values reported in Ref.@8# by 8% and 3% for AC and
IW, respectively.

A conventional phase-modulated ellipsometer, based on
the design of Beaglehole@12# and incorporating a high sta-
bility birefringence modulator@15#, was used for ther̄ mea-
surements. A He-Ne laser (l5633 nm! was employed as the
light source. The formation of the liquid-liquid meniscus
could not be observed while the sample cells were in the
ellipsometer’s thermostat. Instead the critical temperature
Tc was measured by visual observation of the scattering of a
He-Ne laser beam passing through the sample. As the tem-
perature is slowly varied from the one-phase region into the
two-phase region, the onset of phase separation is marked by
heavy scattering of the beam.

The sample cells were half-filled Pyrex cylinders with ap-

TABLE I. Literature values for the critical volume fraction and
the critical temperature. These values are provided so that they may
be compared with our measured values in Table II.

Mixture wL(1`,0) Tc ~Kelvin!

ACa 0.598 303.45
IWb 0.401 299.14
LWc 0.3073 306.75
NHd 0.623 293

aReference@48#.
bReference@49#.
cReference@50#.
dReference@51#.
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proximate lengths and inner diameters of 6.5 and 2.3 cm,
respectively. Inside the thermostat a cell was laid with its
axis horizontal and precision thermistors@16# monitored its
temperature at both ends, which will be denoted byT1 and
T2. Using electronics that are able to resolve a fraction of a
mK changes in a thermistor’s temperature, the resistance-
temperature curves of the two thermistors were determined
to be matched to within a few mK. This allowed the fluctua-
tions inT1 andT2 to be measured with an accuracy of better
than 1 mK, and the gradient along the cell’s axis to be de-
termined with an accuracy of better than 1 mK/cm. It was
discovered that the thermostat used to produce the (r̄,t) data
in Refs. @8#, @13#, and @14# causes a gradient of several
mK/cm along the sample cell axis. The data for the present
paper were measured with the sample cell’s temperature con-
trolled by a new thermostat, which, with care, can maintain
gradients of less than 1 mK/cm. Both the old and new ther-
mostats hold the temperaturesT1 andT2 stable to within 1
mK. The laser beam probed the liquid halfway between the
two ends of the cell. Thus the mean valueT5(T11T2)/2
was used for the temperature of the sample, and
DT5(T12T2)/2 was used as a conservative estimate of the
uncertainty on the temperature measurement due to the pres-
ence of the gradient.

The procedure used for the ellipsometry measurements
consisted of setting the temperature, waiting for thermal and
diffusive equilibrium, then taking 20 measurements of
( r̄,T,DT) over the succeeding 2 h. From this set of 20 mea-
surements the mean ofr̄ and its standard deviation were
determined. The mean ofT was used for the temperature,
and for its uncertainty the larger of one standard deviation of
T and the mean ofDT was used. The mean ofDT, which is
an estimate of the uncertainty due to the temperature gradient
across the sample cell, was nearly always larger than the
standard deviation ofT, which is the uncertainty due to tem-
perature fluctuations. The typical wait time for diffusive
equilibrium was 2 h beyond the establishment of thermal
equilibrium; this was increased to as much as 8 h nearTc ,
where diffusion is slowed asymptotically. As a check on the
sufficiency of these wait times, the variation ofr̄ was occa-
sionally monitored over 24 h periods. The temperature was
always stepped from the one-phase region to the two-phase
region, so that gravity assisted the phase separation process.
When it was necessary to return to a homogeneous single

phase aboveTc ~below Tc for the lower critical mixture
LW!, the sample was heated well into the one-phase region
and thoroughly shaken after thermal equilibrium had been
established. To avoid problems associated with a slowTc
drift, temperatures within 20 mK ofTc were measured in the
span of a few days immediately following the measurement
of Tc . The averageTc drift for the mixture NH was deter-
mined to be approximately 0.5 mK/day, but was not mea-
sured for the other three samples. The initial scan was fol-
lowed by scans of successively larger temperature intervals
aboutTc . Different scans showed a reproducibility inr̄ that
was typically better than 531025.

The (r̄,t) data for the mixtures AC, IW, LW, and NH are
presented in Tables IV, V, VI, and VII, respectively. For the
mixtures LW and NH the (r̄,t) data fell on top of the previ-
ous data reported in Ref.@8# for t*1023, and the previous
data in this range has been included with the current data in
Tables VI and VII of this manuscript. Fort&1023 the pre-
vious data deviates significantly from the current data, indi-
cating that the larger temperature gradient was an important
source of error to the measurements at small reduced tem-
peratures. The uncertainty on the measured value ofT was
estimated for each of the current data points as discussed
above. From this the value for the uncertainty on the mea-
sured value of the reduced temperaturet was determined,
and is provided for each of the current data points given in
Tables IV, V, VI, and VII. The gradient across the sample
cell was not measured for each of the previous data points
reported in Ref.@8#, but it was recently measured in our
previous thermostat under normal operating conditions. Be-
cause of this, a single estimated value of 531025 is given in
Tables VI and VII for the uncertainty oft for all of the
previous data points. This uncertainty is small compared to
the large reduced temperatures of the previous data that have
been retained. For the mixtures AC and IW the current re-
sults are for samples of slightly different concentrations than
the samples studied in Ref.@13#, and the previous and cur-
rent (r̄,t) curves do not agree untilt*1022. The data re-
ported for the mixtures AC and IW in Tables IV and V do
not contain any of the previous data.

III. THE STATIC INTRINSIC PROFILE

For thin surface profiles~compared to the wavelength of
light, l5633 nm! the contribution of the static intrinsic sur-

TABLE II. Nonuniversal bulk parameters required for the analysis of the four critical liquid mixtures
studied in this paper.

Mixture eL
a eH

a M2 j01 ~Å! wL(1`,0)b Tc ~Kelvin!b

AC 2.035 2.5163 1.0360.03c 2.360.2d 0.59260.001 303.04960.003
IW 1.94 1.773 0.78360.03e 3.6360.07f 0.40560.01g 299.09960.003
LW 2.217h 1.773 0.93160.007i 2.560.3j 0.30860.001 306.57960.004
NH 1.8909 2.4218 0.77060.006k 3.160.4l 0.62360.002 293.10760.004

aReference@52#, except were noted. gReference@8#.
bMeasured for this publication. hReference@55#.
cReferences@53,54#. iReference@56#.
dReferences@53,48#. jReference@57#.
eReference@20#. kReferences@54,51#.
fReference@53#. lReference@58#.
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face profile~ip! to the ellipsometric coefficientr̄ is described
by the Drude equation@17#,

r̄ ip52
p

l

Ae~1`,t !1e~2`,t !

e~1`,t !2e~2`,t !

3E
2`

1`@e~z,t !2e~1`,t !#@e~z,t !2e~2`,t !#

e~z,t !
dz,

~7!

wheree(z,t) is the optical dielectric profile of the reflecting
medium. The Drude equation~7! is only valid for surface
profile thicknesses that are thin compared tol. Sincez is
scaled byj in Eq. ~2!, this corresponds toj!l, which oc-
curs far fromTc . For thicker profiles~smaller reduced tem-
peratures!, Maxwell’s equations have to be solved numeri-
cally @5,18,19#. In this paper and in Ref.@8# the Drude
equation is used to analyze the (r̄,t) data far fromTc . A
numerical analysis over the entire range oft is the subject of
Ref. @5#.

The use of Eq.~7! in the analysis of the (r̄,t) data re-
quires the development of a model optical dielectric profile
e(z,t). The static intrinsic profile at the liquid-vapor surface
of a liquid mixture consists of both a composition profile and
the variation of the total number density of molecules from
its effectively zero value in the bulk vapor to the much
denser bulk liquid value. We have studied liquid mixtures
near 1 atm pressure and under 60 °C, which is far from the
liquid-vapor critical point where the total number density
profile undergoes critical scaling and becomes very thick.
For this reason the total number density profile will be re-
ferred to as the noncritical profile, and previous analysis and
experiments@8,19# on critical liquid mixtures have found it
to be only a few molecular layers thick. For critical binary
liquid mixtures near the liquid-liquid critical temperature the
thickness of the composition profile, to be referred to as the
critical profile, diverges proportionally to the correlation
lengthj. In the reduced temperature ranges analyzed in this
paper,j is 10 to 100 molecular layers thick, so that the
noncritical profile is from 10% down to a fraction of a per-
cent of the thickness of the critical profile. This suggests that
the nonzero thickness of the noncritical profile should not
cause the critical profile to deviate significantly from Eq.~2!.

The critical profile is expressed quantitatively in terms of
the local order parameterm(z,t) defined in Eq.~1!. It is
commonly converted to the optical dielectric profilee(z,t)
by the use of the two-component Clausius-Mossotti relation,
@20#,

wL~z,t !hL1@12wL~z,t !#hH>h~z,t !, ~8!

where volume changes on mixing, which are typically only
1–2% for most mixtures, have been ignored. In Eq.~8! for
i5L andH,

h i5
e i21

e i12
, ~9!

where e i is the optical dielectric constant of pure liquidi ,
and

h~z,t !5
e~z,t !21

e~z,t !12
. ~10!

In Ref. @8# the Clausius-Mossotti relation~8! was used to
convert the critical profile expressed in terms of volume frac-
tion in Eqs.~1! and ~2! into an optical dielectric profile,

e~z,t !5
112@D~z,t !1h~1`,t !#

12@D~z,t !1h~1`,t !#
, z>0, ~11!

where

D~z,t !5~hL2hH!M2t
bFP6S z1ze

j6
D2P6~`!G . ~12!

Near the surface (x!0) on the liquid side, the surface
scaling functionsP6(x) can be approximated by the power
law of Eq.~4!. Therefore from Eqs.~1! and~2! we obtain the
result

wL~z,t !5wL~1`,0!1M2c6S z1ze
j06

D 2b/n

,
z1ze
j6

!1.

~13!

This demonstrates that the onlyt dependence of the compo-
sition of the liquid near the surface is due to the possiblet
dependence ofze . Because of this it seems reasonable to
formulate a noncritical profile that has an explicitze depen-
dence, but to otherwise neglect any variation in the noncriti-
cal profile with t that might be induced by the varying com-
position on the liquid side of the surface. The ranges of
temperature and pressure in our experiment are very small
compared to the separation from the temperature and pres-
sure at theliquid-vapor critical point. We therefore assume
that the noncritical profile does not vary with temperature,
except for the possible variation ofze with t.

Numerical calculations@5,19# have shown that if the non-
critical profile is independent of the temperature, its contri-
bution tor̄ is nearly independent oft regardless of the func-
tional form assumed for thez dependence of the noncritical
profile. This allows the use of a simple one-adjustable-
parameter model for the noncritical profile, because with a
suitable choice of the adjustable parameter the simple model
will contribute nearly the same approximately constant re-
duced temperature dependence tor̄ as will a more elaborate
model. To simplify the analysis in Ref.@8# the noncritical
profile was confined to the vapor side of the surface
(z<0). The Fermi interfacial profile expected in mean-field
theory@21# was modified to give the optical dielectric profile

e~z,t !511
@e~0,t !21#@11e2ze /jv#

11e2~z1ze!/jv
, z<0, ~14!

where the vapor correlation lengthjv scales the noncritical
profile thickness.

Equations~11! and~14! describe the model optical dielec-
tric profile that will be used, but they contain many nonuni-
versal parameters that must be specified for each mixture.
For this reason we have chosen to study only mixtures that
are well documented experimentally in the literature. The
values used foreL , eH , M2 , j01 , andwL(1`,0) are pro-
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vided in Table II. We are relying on literature values for all
of these parameters exceptwL(1`,0). The correlation
length in the two-phase region,j02 , was determined with
the relation@22#

j01 /j0251.96. ~15!

The relatione5n1/2 was used to determinee(1`,t), where
n is the refractive index of the bulk liquid mixture provided
in Table III and is also taken from the literature. The surface
optical dielectric constante(0,t) can be expressed in terms of
the surface volume fractionwL(0,t) using Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and
~10! with z50. Using this value ofe(0,t) in Eq. ~14! im-
poses continuity~but not smoothness! of e(z,t) at z50. The

extrapolation lengthze appearing in both Eqs.~12! and ~14!
can also be expressed in terms of the surface volume fraction
wL(0,t). If ze!j6 , Eq. ~13! provides the analytic result

ze5j06S wL~0,t !2wL~1`,0!

M2c6
D 2n/b

. ~16!

Outside the applicability of this limit,ze must be determined
from wL(0,t) numerically using Eqs.~1! and ~2! at z50.
This leaveswL(0,t) andjv as the only two unknown quan-
tities in Eqs.~11! and ~14!.

In Ref. @8# the optical dielectric profile expressed in Eqs.
~11! and ~14! was used in the Drude equation~7! to derive
the nearly exact result

r̄ ip5 r̄bg,ip2
p

l
f e~ t !~hL2hH!M2j06~* P6!tb2n.

~17!

The intrinsic profile background termr̄bg,ip has a weak, non-
diverging dependence ont, and is given by

r̄bg,ip5 r̄nc2
p

l
f e~ t !~hL2hH!M2j06@ I 1~ t !1I 2~ t !#,

~18!

where the functionsf e(t), I 1(t), andI 2(t) are given in Eqs.
~A4!, ~A8!, and ~A9! of Ref. @8#. The contribution of the
noncritical profile of Eq.~14! to r̄ ip is contained in the term
r̄nc. Equations~B3!, ~B6!, and~B7! of Ref. @8# can be used
to provide the explicit expression

r̄nc52
p

l
Ae~1`,t !11

e~0,t !21

e~1`,t !21
~11e2ze /jv!jvH ln~11eze /jv!2

e~1`,t !

e~0,t !1@e~0,t !21#e2ze /jv
ln@e~0,t !~11eze /jv!#J .

~19!

The surface volume fractionwL(0,t) must be determined in
order thatze ande(0,t) can be determined. In Ref.@8# it was
assumed that the surface layer is pureL, wL(0,t)51. This
assumption is the subject of Sec. IV. It was proposed in Ref.
@8# that if this assumption is true, then the noncritical profile
for z<0 should be approximately the same as the liquid-
vapor profile of pureL. This allowed the vapor correlation
length jv to be determined from the ellipsometric measure-
ment on the liquid-vapor surface of pureL, r̄pure. The rela-
tion between the two is given by Eq.~B3! of Ref. @8#. Equa-
tion ~19! can then be rewritten as

r̄nc5Ae~1`,t !11

e~0,t !11

e~0,t !21

e~1`,t !21
@11Rv~ t !#r̄pure,

~20!

where

Rv~ t !5
@e~0,t !2e~1`,t !# ln@e~0,t !~11eze /jv!#

@e~0,t !21#e2ze /jvln~11eze /jv!2e~0,t !ln@e~0,t !#
.

~21!

Equation~17! is based upon the Drude equation~7!, which is
only valid in the limit of thin profiles compared with the
wavelength of lightl. In Ref. @8# the range oft over which
Eq. ~17! is valid for each mixture was determined by com-
paring the (r̄,t) curves calculated from Eqs.~17!, ~18!, ~20!,
and ~21! with effectively exact numerical results. Nonlinear
least-squares regression@23# was then used to fit the (r̄,t)
experimental data for the mixtures LW, NH, and PD to Eqs.
~17!, ~18!, ~20!, and ~21! over these ranges oft. First the
universal integrals*P6 , r̄pure, and the critical exponent
b2n were fitted. Because the factortb2n stands out as the
only quantity that diverges ast→0 in Eq. ~17!, it was deter-
mined that*P6 and b2n could be fitted with reasonable
precision. Next*P6 and r̄pure were fitted withb2n held
fixed at its theoretical value of20.304 (b50.328 and
n50.632), in order to determine*P6 with greater precision.
The fitted values ofr̄purewere in reasonable agreement with
the actual measured values, which gave additional support
for the model. In the current manuscript we will call this fit
model I.

Model I has been applied to the improved (r̄,t) data sets
for the mixtures AC, IW, LW, and NH, which are provided

TABLE III. Parameters measured for the bulk index of refrac-
tion of the four critical liquid mixtures as a function of the reduced
temperature. The index of refraction has the functional form
n(t)5nc1n1t1nat

12a in the one-phase region, andn(t)
5nc2n1t12nat

12a1nbt
b(11nDt

D) in the two-phase region.

Mixture nc n1 na nb nD

ACa 1.502 20.157 20.007 20.157 0
IWb 1.356 20.0738 0 0.048 0
LWc 1.3772 0.08 0 0.144 0
NHd 1.444 20.164 0.0116 20.14 0.4

aReference@53#.
bReference@20#.
cReferences@56,50#.
dReference@51#.
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in Tables IV, V, VI, and VII of this manuscript. The results
are given in Table VIII. The error-weighted means@23# for
the four mixtures are*P151.9060.08, *P251.6060.13,
andRMA51.1260.06, where the errors represent one stan-
dard deviation. In Ref.@8# we presented evidence that the
fitting method determines*P2 from the two-phase data very
accurately, while the fitted value for*P1 from the one-phase
data and the result forRMA are systematically low by 3–4%.
As in Ref.@8# we add 3.3% to the*P1 value and 3.9% to the
RMA value to obtain*P151.9660.08, *P251.6060.13,
andRMA51.1660.06 as our best estimates of these quanti-

ties. These three values are within one standard deviation of
the values reported in Ref.@8#. This is not surprising consid-
ering that the new ellipsometric data, measured with an im-
proved thermostat, differed from the old data only nearTc ,
while the*P6 values were fitted to the data far fromTc .

IV. THE SURFACE VOLUME FRACTION wL„0,t…

In the analysis of model I, which was developed in Ref.
@8# and described in Sec. III of the current manuscript, the
surface layer was assumed to be pureL, wL(0,t)51. This

TABLE IV. Ellipsometric data as a function of the reduced temperature for the critical liquid mixture
aniline-cyclohexane~AC!.

t ~one-phase region! 103r̄ t ~two-phase region! 103r̄

4.019310226531025 2.51860.140 9.128310236331025 1.78160.132
4.018310226531025 2.56660.220 8.131310236331025 1.84660.103
3.354310226431025 2.63460.195 7.470310236331025 1.87860.066
3.353310226431025 2.81060.270 6.813310236331025 1.90160.238
2.688310226431025 2.86160.165 6.344310236131025 1.97460.114
2.355310226431025 2.90560.129 6.342310236131025 1.99060.017
2.022310226331025 3.06860.146 5.680310236131025 2.00960.023
1.690310226331025 3.19060.105 5.010310236131025 2.05560.012
1.524310226331025 3.18660.088 4.351310236131025 2.16560.012
1.358310226231025 3.30460.077 3.696310236131025 2.28160.008
1.191310226231025 3.45560.041 3.031310236131025 2.43460.055
1.091310226231025 3.64260.124 2.701310236131025 2.49160.009
9.917310236231025 3.71860.213 2.368310236131025 2.59360.007
8.925310236231025 3.91260.103 2.032310236131025 2.70060.006
8.253310236231025 3.98560.141 1.701310236131025 2.84160.011
7.589310236231025 4.15360.107 1.371310236131025 3.02060.014
6.944310236231025 4.01460.043 1.039310236131025 3.27960.014
6.271310236231025 4.19960.011 9.259310246231025 3.27460.012
5.602310236231025 4.31360.032 8.388310246131025 3.46760.012
4.943310236231025 4.49260.005 7.481310246131025 3.57660.011
4.273310236231025 4.69160.008 7.105310246131025 3.62860.009
3.614310236231025 4.81260.013 6.504310246131025 3.70160.007
3.292310236231025 4.89360.012 6.088310246131025 3.78360.009
2.959310236231025 5.03060.008 5.620310246131025 3.84660.008
2.622310236231025 5.24860.009 4.537310246131025 3.94260.033
2.285310236231025 5.50660.007 3.745310246131025 4.22960.007
1.949310236231025 5.71860.008 3.534310246131025 4.11860.013
1.620310236231025 6.00360.019 2.627310246231025 4.37560.019
1.287310236231025 6.36560.013 1.739310246131025 4.87260.010
9.517310246231025 6.76060.008 1.699310246131025 4.91160.008
6.200310246231025 7.19260.011 1.142310246131025 5.19560.037
6.019310246131025 7.23260.013 8.117310256131025 5.33360.007
2.930310246231025 7.45560.013 8.117310256131025 5.29060.019
1.571310246131025 7.13460.007 5.610310256131025 5.53360.016
1.165310246131025 6.68660.036 4.191310256131025 5.59260.020
9.866310256131025 6.74360.007 3.766310256131025 5.37560.017
7.194310256131025 6.51260.012 2.763310256131025 5.60260.007
3.861310256131025 6.21460.007 8.280310266131025 5.79960.015
3.662310256131025 6.15560.013
1.861310256831026 5.89660.016
1.815310256131025 5.98860.010
5.046310266131025 5.83760.012
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TABLE V. Ellipsometric data as a function of the reduced temperature for the critical liquid mixture
isobutyric acid-water~IW!.

t ~one-phase region! 103r̄ t ~two-phase region! 103r̄

8.004310226531025 0.51260.026 2.515310226531025 0.66560.006
7.670310226531025 0.50360.019 2.353310226531025 0.65360.006
7.338310226531025 0.49660.020 2.179310226531025 0.66160.007
7.005310226531025 0.47060.023 2.019310226531025 0.62160.009
6.672310226531025 0.47460.023 1.846310226531025 0.61860.019
6.341310226531025 0.45960.031 1.683310226531025 0.62260.008
6.009310226531025 0.39360.018 1.511310226531025 0.60460.005
5.675310226531025 0.41260.022 1.348310226531025 0.57860.006
5.342310226531025 0.39660.020 1.176310226531025 0.53460.009
5.008310226531025 0.36660.021 1.013310226531025 0.52860.011
4.675310226531025 0.38860.015 1.009310226531025 0.49860.017
4.337310226531025 0.31260.039 9.422310236531025 0.49460.013
4.003310226531025 0.31560.032 8.764310236531025 0.53360.009
3.673310226531025 0.29960.022 8.091310236531025 0.49660.010
3.338310226531025 0.26260.021 7.422310236531025 0.46360.008
3.169310226531025 0.22160.019 6.784310236531025 0.46860.008
3.004310226531025 0.21260.018 6.755310236531025 0.43860.010
2.837310226531025 0.22260.013 6.072310236531025 0.40260.014
2.669310226531025 0.16160.010 5.404310236531025 0.39560.010
2.500310226531025 0.10260.014 4.739310236531025 0.34460.010
2.335310226531025 0.12160.017 4.070310236531025 0.34560.009
2.166310226531025 0.04560.018 3.432310236531025 0.30460.008
2.000310226531025 0.04760.013 3.403310236531025 0.30660.010
1.838310226531025 20.01160.013 3.035310236531025 0.24860.007
1.665310226531025 20.04160.012 2.700310236531025 0.20660.009
1.503310226531025 20.09860.021 2.377310236531025 0.17460.007
1.332310226531025 20.13460.015 2.032310236531025 0.12560.010
1.162310226531025 20.21560.018 1.700310236531025 0.07860.009
9.967310236531025 20.29060.015 1.631310236831026 0.05760.010
9.939310236531025 20.29560.010 1.362310236531025 0.00160.012
9.264310236531025 20.33560.016 1.315310236831026 0.01060.006
8.595310236531025 20.38160.013 1.028310236531025 20.09060.011
7.929310236531025 20.40660.017 9.987310246831026 20.11160.006
7.330310236531025 20.46260.016 6.839310246531025 20.25760.011
6.615310236531025 20.50260.016 6.824310246831026 20.29660.018
6.578310236531025 20.54960.023 5.169310246831026 20.44660.010
5.922310236531025 20.57960.015 4.377310246831026 20.41860.009
5.251310236531025 20.65360.010 3.611310246731026 20.50960.012
4.575310236531025 20.74560.021 3.506310246531025 20.48760.014
3.900310236531025 20.87260.010 2.802310246831026 20.66360.007
3.262310236531025 20.98460.012 2.043310246731026 20.76260.010
3.233310236531025 20.98960.011 1.369310246831026 20.75460.010
2.979310236531025 21.02060.013 8.192310256831026 20.89560.007
2.653310236531025 21.11660.033 1.314310256831026 20.99160.006
2.318310236531025 21.19960.018
1.988310236531025 21.30460.019
1.653310236531025 21.35660.016
1.652310236631026 21.40360.009
1.324310236731026 21.51260.014
1.316310236531025 21.49260.025
1.002310236731026 21.50760.013
9.767310246531025 21.57660.020
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assumption is plausible because for each mixture we have
studied the liquid-vapor surface tension of pureH, sH , is
considerably larger than the liquid-vapor surface tension of
pureL, sL . However, no quantitative argument was offered
in Ref. @8# to support this assumption. Franck and co-
workers @24,25# have used optical reflectivity and capillary
rise measurements to study critical adsorption of the
nitromethane–carbon disulfide system at the liquid-solid sur-
face, and have found the pure surface layer assumption to be
invalid under certain circumstances. In fact, they discovered
that a crossover from preferential adsorption of nitromethane
to carbon disulfide occurs as the solid surface chemistry is
varied from a hydroxylated to a methylated coverage. Previ-
ous papers that analyzed ellipsometry measurements of criti-
cal adsorption at the liquid-vapor surface effectively fixed
the surface composition by proposing optical dielectric pro-
files on the liquid and vapor sides of the surface with rela-
tively few adjustable parameters, and imposing the condition
of continuity and smoothness of the profile atz50
@19,26,27#. In this section we develop an estimate of the
surface compositionwL(0,t) using a statistical mechanical
theory and surface tension measurements.

The liquid-vapor surface tension of a critical binary liquid
mixture was predicted by Ramos-Gomez and Widom@28# to
have the reduced temperature dependence

s6~ t !5s01K6t
m. ~22!

The terms0 is the analytic contribution of the noncritical
profile, whileK6t

m is the leading singular term contributed
by the critical profile, with the critical exponent
m522a2n.1.26. Fisher and Upton@29# used a local
functional theory to derive a value for the ratio of the non-
universal amplitudesK6 ,

Q5
K1

K2
.20.83. ~23!

An experimental test of Eqs.~22! and ~23! was provided by
Privat and co-workers@30#. Their tensiometer measurements
of the liquid-vapor surface tension of the critical mixture 2,5
lutidine-water were statistically fitted to Eq.~22!, with s0
assumed to be linear int, to obtain m51.2160.09 and
Q520.4360.11. With their fittedK6 values, the critical
term contributes only a few percent variation tos within a
range ofTc610 °C. Our analysis below will use the approxi-
mation s.s0. This considers the contribution of the non-

critical profile within a few molecular layers of the surface,
where the density gradient is very large, but neglects the
contribution of the slowly varying critical profile. The valid-
ity of this approximation is also suggested by the van der
Waals relation between the surface tension and the order-
parameter profile@21#, m(z,t),

s}E Fdm~z,t !

dz G2dz. ~24!

This mean-field result states that the largest contribution to
s originates from the steepest gradient in the order parameter
profile, namely, from the noncritical profile at least for
liquid-vapor surfaces.

A number of classical methods for estimating the noncriti-
cal contribution to the surface tension of liquid mixtures are
summarized by Prausnitz, Sherwood, and Reid@31#. For
aqueous solutions, or more generally for mixtures where the
surface tension of one component is considerably larger than
the other, the method of Tamura, Kurata, and Odanis0 is
related to the surface volume fractionwL(0,t) by the equa-
tion

s0
1/45wL~0,t !sL

1/41@12wL~0,t !#sH
1/4. ~25!

The surface volume fraction is determined by the bulk vol-
ume fractionwL(1`,t) and the surface tension difference
sH2sL through the relation

wL~0,t !

12wL~0,t !
5

wL~1`,t !

12wL~1`,t !
expFa~sH2sL!

kBT
G . ~26!

Here the parametera is the area per molecule at the liquid-
vapor surface of the mixture. Equations~25! and ~26! are
semiempirical, but bear strong resemblance to the results of
Prigogine and Marechal@32# derived from the application of
statistical mechanics to a lattice-gas model. In this theory the
liquid-vapor surface is assumed to be one monolayer thick;
that is, the bulk liquid and vapor phases are separated by a
surface monolayer with a volume fraction ofwL(0,t). This
approximation seems plausible for the noncritical profile.

One would expecta to be on the order ofvL
2/3 andvH

2/3,
where vL and vH are the molecular volumes in the bulk
liquid of pureL andH, respectively. Since the surface layer
should have a composition of nearly pureL, a>vL

2/3 should
be a reasonable approximation. Tamuraet al. tested Eq.~25!
and variations of Eq.~26! with surface tension data for 16

TABLE V. ~Continued!.

6.784310246831026 21.56060.021
6.448310246531025 21.60160.031
4.303310246631026 21.56460.104
3.567310246831026 21.59060.016
2.742310246731026 21.53760.008
1.936310246731026 21.41360.006
1.186310246931026 21.25960.015
1.130310246831026 21.23160.012
4.235310256931026 21.12460.010
2.487310256831026 21.06760.007
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TABLE VI. Ellipsometric data as a function of the reduced temperature for the critical liquid mixture 2,6
lutidine-water~LW!.

t ~one-phase region! 103r̄ t ~two-phase region! 103r̄

4.989310226531025 20.77260.047 5.416310226531025 0.55160.036
4.346310226531025 20.76860.023 4.768310226531025 0.49960.029
3.703310226531025 20.87760.032 4.121310226531025 0.48060.023
3.058310226531025 21.04460.095 3.475310226531025 0.43060.024
2.413310226531025 21.23460.049 2.827310226531025 0.48260.034
2.091310226531025 21.34260.029 2.500310226531025 0.44060.034
1.769310226531025 21.45360.021 2.177310226531025 0.26360.030
1.447310226531025 21.65760.029 1.853310226531025 0.23860.028
1.124310226531025 21.92860.031 1.528310226531025 0.20860.022
8.023310236531025 22.29260.017 1.204310226531025 0.00860.085
7.229310236531025 22.51360.019 8.816310236531025 20.13760.018
6.900310236531025 22.53460.019 5.516310236531025 20.33560.014
6.564310236531025 22.55060.020 5.183310236531025 20.36960.013
6.234310236531025 22.60360.025 4.844310236531025 20.42460.014
5.901310236531025 22.63460.019 4.821310236531025 20.44460.024
5.571310236531025 22.67160.013 4.527310236531025 20.46260.013
5.255310236531025 22.75860.024 4.191310236531025 20.51160.020
4.932310236531025 22.87860.019 3.871310236531025 20.57160.016
4.798310236531025 22.95160.032 3.551310236531025 20.63160.015
4.596310236531025 22.95560.023 3.225310236531025 20.71360.019
4.269310236531025 23.07160.018 2.898310236531025 20.79260.020
3.939310236531025 23.17460.014 2.572310236531025 20.87660.021
3.613310236531025 23.27360.015 2.242310236531025 20.96160.019
3.287310236531025 23.38660.017 1.968310236131025 21.01260.019
2.964310236531025 23.55960.015 1.909310236531025 21.05560.019
2.640310236531025 23.72260.017 1.740310236131025 21.11660.021
2.311310236531025 23.91960.015 1.593310236531025 21.12360.013
1.981310236531025 24.11460.018 1.586310236531025 21.21760.018
1.655310236531025 24.38460.015 1.505310236131025 21.19360.014
1.576310236531025 24.59360.052 1.297310236731026 21.29460.017
1.532310236531026 24.63860.014 1.257310236531025 21.40660.022
1.322310236531025 24.70160.012 1.079310236731026 21.46660.017
1.207310236531026 24.92760.067 9.928310246431025 21.45760.008
1.005310236531025 25.03760.020 8.464310246731026 21.66760.035
9.067310246231025 25.28860.014 7.746310246331025 21.65660.011
6.756310246531025 25.52060.027 7.414310246331026 21.68860.023
5.434310246331026 25.58960.023 6.237310246231026 21.86660.022
4.514310246231026 26.01260.013 5.599310246331025 21.92760.013
3.648310246331026 26.05960.008 5.174310246331026 22.05360.010
2.787310246531026 26.04760.014 4.098310246431026 22.27560.017
1.924310246831026 25.99860.065 3.146310246331026 22.41260.007
1.536310246631026 25.87660.012 2.826310246631026 22.50360.013
1.469310246431026 25.97860.031 2.358310246431026 22.72160.006
1.219310246831026 25.85360.027 1.995310246531026 22.86760.009
1.154310246731026 25.85660.012 1.511310246531026 23.00660.012
9.417310256131025 25.36260.044 1.079310246531026 23.25660.016
7.741310256931026 24.68660.017 5.753310256531026 23.51860.014
5.433310256631026 24.48960.040 3.605310256931026 23.59460.014
3.408310256131025 24.19960.010 1.624310256531026 23.62960.013
1.949310256131026 24.02060.029 9.967310266931026 23.74060.005
1.059310256131025 23.90760.009
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TABLE VII. Ellipsometric data as a function of the reduced temperature for the critical liquid mixture
nitrobenzene-hexane~NH!.

t ~one-phase region! 103r̄ t ~two-phase region! 103r̄

8.480310226531025 2.51960.014 2.207310226531025 1.56560.012
6.775310226531025 2.68660.015 2.038310226531025 1.58360.018
5.082310226531025 2.86460.016 1.869310226531025 1.63760.015
3.410310226531025 2.95760.031 1.700310226531025 1.68560.020
3.388310226531025 3.14760.010 1.530310226531025 1.72560.016
3.068310226531025 3.15360.008 1.386310226531025 1.78760.008
2.723310226531025 3.24260.008 1.361310226531025 1.77460.015
2.380310226531025 3.36560.006 1.192310226531025 1.84660.014
2.044310226531025 3.50160.006 1.120310226531025 1.91360.008
1.702310226531025 3.66660.008 1.022310226531025 1.92460.016
1.691310226531025 3.73960.017 8.522310236531025 2.02460.017
1.364310226531025 3.75160.007 7.564310236531025 2.12560.006
1.026310226531025 4.25160.006 6.830310236531025 2.09960.013
1.023310226531025 4.06760.018 5.790310236531025 2.56960.007
9.918310236531025 4.28060.005 5.141310236531025 2.45260.018
9.580310236531025 4.32860.004 5.131310236531025 2.29560.014
9.239310236531025 4.37960.007 3.439310236531025 2.57060.018
8.901310236531025 4.40660.022 3.231310236531025 2.57160.011
8.556310236531025 4.32560.057 3.013310236531025 2.76060.010
8.219310236531025 4.37360.008 2.675310236531025 2.90460.009
7.881310236531025 4.52960.048 2.334310236531025 3.04460.016
7.536310236531025 4.59860.007 2.003310236531025 3.01660.011
7.199310236531025 4.65760.006 1.658310236531025 3.14460.013
6.854310236531025 4.73760.008 1.433310236331025 3.22560.007
6.786310236531025 4.68460.009 1.307310236531025 3.47760.016
6.513310236531025 4.85060.013 9.621310246531025 3.72160.014
6.168310236531025 4.73460.177 8.870310246531025 3.57260.015
5.817310236531025 4.76460.006 8.256310246531025 3.62660.013
5.465310236531025 4.88860.076 7.676310246531025 3.70160.011
5.128310236531025 5.14160.009 7.096310246531025 3.77460.015
4.797310236531025 5.22360.016 6.791310246131025 3.88560.012
4.459310236531025 5.30760.009 6.482310246531025 3.83660.017
4.125310236531025 5.42560.013 6.209310246531025 4.03960.012
3.784310236531025 5.31260.143 5.902310246531025 3.92260.012
3.456310236531025 5.38260.014 5.288310246531025 4.00160.013
3.112310236531025 5.52260.063 4.708310246531025 4.11860.020
3.089310236731025 5.63660.014 4.060310246531025 4.23060.014
2.777310236531025 5.79760.032 3.480310246531025 4.36260.021
2.487310236531025 5.85360.012 2.832310246531025 4.73260.010
2.439310236531025 5.97460.006 2.798310246531025 4.49560.012
2.098310236531025 6.15060.007 2.286310246531025 4.67660.012
1.882310236431025 6.22860.022 1.706310246531025 4.88060.013
1.757310236531025 6.36860.005 1.241310246131025 5.05960.007
1.423310236531025 6.46360.104 1.058310246531025 5.12460.016
1.304310236331025 6.41660.014 6.943310256231025 5.22260.007
1.075310236531025 6.70260.017 5.620310256231025 5.29760.008
9.177310246531025 7.00960.013 4.435310256531025 5.36560.014
8.563310246531025 7.02160.021 3.494310256231025 5.26460.006
7.168310246231025 7.11660.021 9.785310266231025 5.36960.016
6.020310246231025 7.15460.011 4.953310266231025 5.48360.016
5.343310246231025 7.32760.024
4.811310246231025 7.32960.106
3.514310246231025 7.33460.014
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different liquid mixtures and found the error to be less than
10% over a wide range of concentrations for most of the
mixtures. None of these mixtures was near their liquid-liquid
critical point. The applicability of formulas similar to Eqs.
~25! and~26! in the vicinity of the liquid-liquid critical point
was tested by Ramakrishna and Patel@33# with the surface
tension data of several mixtures. Their conclusion, stated in
terms of Eqs.~25! and~26!, was that the theoretical formulas
did not agree well with the surface tension data when
a5vL

2/3 was used, but fittinga as an adjustable parameter
gave good agreement.

Figure 1 shows the surface tension of the mixture IW at
the critical composition as a function of the reduced tempera-
ture for both the one-phase and two-phase regions. The

closed circles represent the surface light-scattering measure-
ments of Nagarajan, Webb, and Widom@34# in the one-
phase region. The open squares and open triangles represent
the capillary-rise measurements of Khosla and Widom@35#
in the one-phase and two-phase regions, respectively. The
solid and dashed lines represent Eqs.~25! and ~26! in the
one-phase and two-phase regions, respectively, and differ
from the experimental data by a fraction of a percent in the
one-phase region and by less than 3% in the two-phase re-
gion. To obtain this high level of agreement the surface area
per moleculea in Eq. ~26! was decreased by only 2.4% from
its estimated value of (vL)

2/352.87310215 cm2 to the value
a52.73310215 cm2.

Liquid-vapor surface tension measurements are also avail-

TABLE VII. ~Continued!.

3.042310246131025 7.25960.040
2.512310246131025 7.08460.049
1.932310246231025 7.00960.008
1.476310246231025 6.99460.016
1.092310246231025 6.52660.014
1.008310246131025 6.45160.019
8.001310256131025 6.42560.015
6.391310256131025 6.03260.024
5.775310256131025 6.08460.005
1.689310256231025 5.53260.031

TABLE VIII. Nonlinear least-squares fit of Eqs.~17!, ~18!, ~20!, and ~21! ~referred to as model I! to ellipsometric data far fromTc .
~Quoted errors are one standard deviation.!

Reduced
temperature Fitted Measured

Mixture Phase range b2n a 103r̄pure 103r̄pure
b *P6 RMA

c x2

AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.30660.011 1.2260.08 1.0960.05 ~C! 2.1260.22 1.0860.03 2.6
AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.304 1.2060.04 ~1.2260.05!d 2.1460.13 2.4
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.30360.013 0.9860.09 2.0160.27 0.35
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.304 0.9960.04 1.9860.12 0.33

IW 1 0.007,t 20.30360.022 1.4660.14 0.9060.05 ~I! 2.0660.34 1.5560.09 0.12
IW 1 0.007,t 20.304 1.4560.06 2.0460.12 0.11
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.31260.039 0.8860.10 1.2460.43 0.11
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.304 0.9060.04 1.3260.10 0.11

LW 1 0.004,t 20.30660.011 1.1060.22 1.0660.05 ~L! 1.7960.17 1.1960.02 0.74
LW 1 0.004,t 20.304 1.1360.10 1.8160.10 0.70
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.29060.011 1.1160.08 1.6960.16 0.90
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.304 1.0260.04 1.5260.08 0.90

NH 1 0.005,t 20.30860.009 1.4160.06 1.0360.05 ~H! 1.7460.14 1.0260.02 2.5
NH 1 0.005,t 20.304 1.3960.03 1.7960.09 2.4
NH 2 0.001,t 20.29760.012 0.9460.08 1.8760.21 3.3
NH 2 0.001,t 20.304 0.9860.03 1.7660.10 3.2

aThe value of20.304 implies thatb2n has been fixed at this value.
bFrom Ref.@8#, measured at room temperature, unless otherwise noted.~C! indicates that the value was measured on pure cyclohexane,~I!
indicates isobutyric acid, etc. These are the components that are preferentially adsorbed at the surface.
cCalculated from the one- and two-phase fitted values of*P6 with b2n fixed.
dFrom Ref.@27#, at T525 °C.
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able for the mixtures AC@33,36#, LW @37#, and NH@33,38#.
These measurements were taken as a function of composi-
tion at a few temperatures in the one-phase region. From
these data the value fors at the critical composition at each
temperature could be determined by linear interpolation.

In Table IX the liquid-vapor surface tensions for pureL
andH, sL andsH , are given for each mixture along with the
surface area per molecule,a, and the calculated values for
vL
2/3 and vH

2/3. As discussed above for the mixture IW, the
given values ofa were determined by comparing Eqs.~25!
and ~26! with the available surface tension data. The ap-
proximation a.vL

2/3 is only accurate for the mixture IW.
With the values ofa given in Table IX, the surface tension
values derived from Eqs.~25! and ~26! always differ from
the experimental values by less than 5%. For the purpose of
this paper it appears that Eqs.~25! and ~26!, with a deter-
mined by surface tension measurements, provide a satisfac-

tory estimate ofwL(0,t) and s. It should be emphasized,
however, that this assertion has been tested in the two-phase
region for IW only.

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! the surface volume fraction deter-
mined from Eq.~26! is graphed as a function of the reduced
temperaturet for all four mixtures in the one-phase and two-

FIG. 1. Liquid-vapor surface tensions of the critical liquid
mixture IW as a function of the reduced temperaturet. The solid
and dashed lines represent Eqs.~25! and~26! in the one-phase and
the two-phase regions, respectively. The open squares and open
triangles represent the capillary-rise measurements of Khosla and
Widom @35# in the one-phase and the two-phase regions, respec-
tively. The surface light scattering measurements of Nagarajan,
Webb, and Widom@34# taken in the one-phase region are repre-
sented by the closed circles. The agreement between the theory and
the experimental data is not as good in the two-phase region, but is
still better than 3%.

TABLE IX. The first two columns provide the liquid-vapor surface tensions for pureL andH, where
T is the temperature in degrees Celsius. The third column states the surface area per molecule of the liquid
mixture, determined by comparing Eqs.~25! and~26! with the measured values ofs as described in the text.
For comparison, the surface area per molecule of pureL andH should be approximately equal to the values
provided in the final two columns.

sL
a sH

a a (vL)
2/3 (vH)

2/3

Mixture ~dyne/cm! ~dyne/cm! (10215 cm2) (10215 cm2) (10215 cm2)

AC 27.6220.1188T 44.8320.1085T 4.50 3.14 2.84
IW 26.8820.0920T 75.8320.1477T 2.73 2.87 0.96
LW 33.9120.1159T 75.8320.1477T 1.90 3.35 0.96
NH 20.4420.1022T 46.3420.1157T 2.50 3.61 3.07

aReference@59#.

FIG. 2. Volume fraction of componentL at z50, wL(0,t), as a
function of the reduced temperaturet, calculated using Eq.~26!.
Curves are shown for all four mixtures~a! in the one-phase region,
and ~b! in the two-phase region. The approximationwL(0,t)51
appears to be particularly invalid for the mixture LW.
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phase regions, respectively. At least for the mixture LW it
appears thatwL(0,t)51 is not a good approximation.

OncewL(0,t) is determined,e(0,t) and ze can be deter-
mined as a function oft from Eqs.~8! and~16!. However, if
ze!j6 does not hold then the analytic Eq.~16! is not valid,
and ze must be determined numerically using Eqs.~1! and
~2! at z50.

V. CAPILLARY WAVES

Superimposed on the static intrinsic profile at the liquid-
vapor surface are thermally generated surface oscillations
called capillary waves. Their presence at the critical liquid-
liquid interface in the two-phase region, where the surface
tension approaches zero ast approaches zero, has been
shown to be crucial to the interpretation of ellipsometric
measurements on this surface@12,39–41#. The contribution
of capillary waves at the noncritical liquid-vapor surface was
neglected in model I~see Sec. III! and most previous publi-
cations on critical adsorption with the exception of two re-
cent papers by Findenegg and co-workers@26,42#. The sur-
face tension at the liquid-vapor surface does not approach
zero ast approaches zero, so the amplitudes of the capillary
wave oscillations remain finite, and the contribution tor̄
should remain small. In this section we address the question
of whether or not this contribution is actually negligible.

Marvin and Toiga@43# have shown that for light reflect-
ing off a surface for which both the thickness of the static
intrinsic profile and the amplitudes of the capillary wave
oscillations are small compared to the wavelength of light
l, the contributions of the capillary waves and the intrinsic
profile to r̄ are additive. Thus the ellipsometric measurement
on the liquid-vapor surface of a liquid mixture can be written
as

r̄5 r̄cw1 r̄ ip , ~27!

where r̄cw is the capillary wave contribution andr̄ ip is the
intrinsic profile contribution discussed in Sec. III. For the
case of capillary waves roughening a surface with its intrin-
sic profile width approaching zero, capillary wave theory has
been used to predictr̄cw @12,39#. This result applied to the
liquid-vapor surface of the liquid mixture is

r̄cw5
3

4l

e~1`,t !21

Ae~1`,t !11

kBT

s
qm , ~28!

where qm is the maximum wave number of the capillary
wave oscillations. Buff, Lovett, and Stillinger@9# postulated
that

qm5
a

jv
, ~29!

where the parametera is approximately 0.75@44#. For this
result it is the noncritical profile for which the thickness ap-
proaches zero, while the influence of the critical profile
on r̄cw is neglected entirely. Meunier@45# developed the al-
ternative form

qm5
p

2
As

kc
, ~30!

wherekc is the rigidity constant of the liquid-vapor surface
of the mixture. If Eq.~30! were to be used,kc would need to
be treated as an adjustable parameter. Equation~29! adds no
new adjustable parameters, since the noncritical correlation
lengthjv has already been included in the noncritical profile
in Eq. ~14!. For this reason if Eq.~29! proves to be accurate,
it would be preferable to Eq.~30!.

Recently Kuzmin and Romanov@41# have derivedr̄cw for
the case of capillary waves roughening a Fisk-Widom intrin-
sic profile with a non-negligible thickness, as opposed to the
infinitesimal profile thickness considered in Refs.@12,39#.
Their result is an expansion inDe, the difference in the bulk
optical dielectric constants on either side of the surface. They
found their result to be in better agreement with the ellipso-
metric measurements of Schmidt@40# on the critical inter-
face of binary liquid mixtures nearTc compared with Eqs.
~28! and ~29!. However, their result is not applicable to the
liquid-vapor surface in our experiment, whereDe is large.
Equation~28! does not assume thatDe is small and is there-
fore more relevant for our situation.

The right-hand side of Eq.~28! contains only factors that
do not diverge ast→0, so thatr̄cw merely provides another
background term tor̄, with a weak, nondiverging depen-
dence ont. We therefore rewrite Eqs.~27!, ~17!, and~18! as

r̄5 r̄bg2
p

l
f e~ t !~hL2hH!M2j06~* P6!tb2n, ~31!

where

r̄bg5 r̄cw1 r̄bg,ip

5 r̄cw1 r̄nc2
p

l
f e~ t !~hL2hH!M2j06@ I 1~ t !1I 2~ t !#.

~32!

To calculater̄cw from Eq.~28!, jv must be determined, along
with kc if Eq. ~30! is used rather than Eq.~29!. In Sec. VI the
( r̄,t) data of each mixture are statistically fitted to Eqs.~31!
and ~32!, and jv ~or jv and kc) is determined as a fitting
parameter for each mixture in the one-phase and two-phase
regions. Using thesejv andkc values in Eqs.~28!, ~29!, and
~30!, r̄cw is plotted as a function oft for the mixture IW in
Fig. 3. The curve labeled ‘‘1’’ was calculated using Eq.~29!,
while the curve labeled ‘‘2’’ was calculated using Eq.~30!.
The variation ofr̄cw with t is on the order of 1024 for both
curve 1 and 2. This is small compared to the variation
of r̄, which is on the order of 531023, but is not negligible
since the uncertainty in the measuredr̄ values is on the order
of 1025. For curve 1,r̄cw is proportional tos

21, while r̄cw is
proportional tos21/2 for curve 2. This provides curve 1 with
the stronger dependence ont. Figure 3 also shows that the
difference betweenr̄cw in curve 1 and curve 2 is approxi-
mately 331024. This large difference is due to the fact that
for curve 2 bothjv andkc were fitted as adjustable param-
eters. In Eq.~32!, kc determines the value ofr̄cw and jv
determines the value ofr̄nc. Sincer̄bg, r̄cw , andr̄nc are all
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nearly constant, the statistical fit determinesr̄bg precisely,
but determinesr̄cw and r̄nc very imprecisely.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Ref. @8# and Sec. III the (r̄,t) data far fromTc were
statistically fitted to Eqs.~17!, ~18!, ~20!, and~21!, which we

call model I in the current manuscript. Model I neglects the
capillary wave contributionr̄cw and assumes that the surface
layer consists of pureL, wL(0,t)51. The pure surface layer
assumption led to the further assumption that the noncritical
profile of the liquid mixture is identical to the liquid-vapor
profile of pureL. This allowedr̄nc to be expressed in terms
of r̄pure in Eq. ~20! with jv in Eq. ~21! being determined by
the measured value ofr̄pure. The fitting parameters in model
I include r̄pure, and its fitted value can be compared to the
measured value as an additional test of the model’s accuracy.
The fitted results forr̄pure, *P1 , and *P2 are listed in
Table VIII.

In Secs. IV and V a model to describe the (r̄,t) data far
from Tc is presented, and is summarized by Eqs.~31! and
~32!. The assumptionwL(0,t)51 is eliminated with the de-
termination ofwL(0,t) in Eq. ~26!. Equations~20! and ~21!
are no longer valid for this situation, and therefore Eq.~19!
will be used to determiner̄nc, and jv will be fitted rather
than r̄pure. The capillary wave contribution tor̄ is approxi-
mated byr̄cw in Eq. ~28!, with qm being determined by either
Eq. ~29! or Eq.~30!. This model will be referred to as models
II ~a! and II~b! when Eqs.~29! and ~30! are used, respec-
tively. For model II~b!, kc must be fitted as an additional
adjustable parameter, which makes model II~a! more desir-
able if it proves to be accurate.

The results of a nonlinear least-squares regression fit@23#
of the (r̄,t) data to model II~a! are presented in Table X.
Initially b2n was fitted along withjv and*P6 to verify the
critical scaling, then jv and *P6 were fitted with
b2n520.304 fixed at the theoretical value in order to in-
crease the precision of the fitted*P6 values.

FIG. 3. Semilogarithmic plot of the capillary wave contribution
to r̄, times 1000, as a function of the reduced temperaturet. Both
the one-phase~solid lines! and two-phase~dashed lines! curves are
shown for the mixture IW. The curves labeled ‘‘1’’ were calculated
using Eqs.~28! and~29!, while the curves labeled ‘‘2’’ were calcu-
lated using Eqs.~28! and ~30!.

TABLE X. Nonlinear least-squares fit of Eqs.~19!, ~28!, ~29!, ~31!, and~32! @referred to as model II~a!#
to ellipsometric data far fromTc . ~Quoted errors are one standard deviation.!

Reduced
temperature

Mixture Phase range b2n a jv ~Å! *P6 RMA
b x2

AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.30660.002 1.3960.75 1.9760.11 1.3260.008 3.9
AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.304 1.3260.08 2.0060.12 3.9
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.30660.0009 1.2160.06 1.5060.09 8.4
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.304 1.1860.05 1.5160.09 8.2

IW 1 0.007,t 20.30460.001 1.2860.016 2.0260.11 1.0060.009 0.43
IW 1 0.007,t 20.304 1.2860.07 2.0160.10 0.52
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.30060.001 1.1660.04 2.0260.11 3.7
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.304 1.2960.07 2.0160.11 3.6

LW 1 0.004,t 20.30060.0005 0.8760.05 2.1060.11 1.0860.004 3.4
LW 1 0.004,t 20.304 0.8460.05 2.0560.10 4.1
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.29460.0005 1.0160.02 1.9560.10 8.8
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.304 1.2560.04 1.9060.10 9.8

NH 1 0.005,t 20.30860.017 1.0060.23 1.8260.22 1.3360.01 2.1
NH 1 0.005,t 20.304 1.0660.07 1.8760.10 2.1
NH 2 0.001,t 20.30660.0008 1.4660.10 1.4060.07 11.1
NH 2 0.001,t 20.304 1.3960.09 1.4160.07 10.8

aThe value of20.304 implies thatb2n has been fitted at this value.
bCalculated from the one- and two-phase fitted values of*P6 with b2n fixed.
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A comparison of model I~Table VIII! and model II~a!
~Table X! for the one-phase region shows mostly modest
changes in the fitting results. Except for the mixture LW, the

changes in the fitted*P1 values are well under 10%. The
fitted b2n values are all more or less unchanged and in
good agreement with the theoretical value of20.304. The
reduced chi-squared valuesx2 have only changed slightly for
the mixtures AC and NH, but have increased by approxi-
mately a factor of five for IW and LW, which indicates that
the quality of the fit has been reduced significantly. The two-
phase region results of model II~a! differ more dramatically
from the model I results. For all four mixtures the fitted
*P2 values have changed by more than 20% and thex2

values have increased by an order of magnitude. This indi-
cates that the model II~a! fitting function is unable to provide
a t dependence that matches the data well in the two-phase
region and therefore the two-phase results in Table X are
suspect. The increase in thex2 values from Table VIII to
Table X is largest for the mixture IW. Figure 4 shows the
( r̄,t) data for this mixture in both the one-phase and two-
phase regions with the fitted functions of models I and II~a!
represented by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The
solid lines follow the data well over the entire range of the
one-phase and two-phase fitted intervals oft. The dashed
line, however, begins to deviate at large reduced tempera-
tures in the one-phase region, and fits the data poorly at all
reduced temperatures in the two-phase region.

In order to isolate the source of the poor agreement be-
tween model II~a! and the experimental data in the two-phase
region, the data were refitted to this model function
with r̄cw removed from Eq.~32!. This fit, which will be
called model III, is identical to model I except thatwL(0,t) is
determined by Eq.~26! rather than by the assumption
wL(0,t)51. The results are provided in Table XI. Thex2

FIG. 4. Semilogarithmic plot of the coefficient of ellipticityr̄,
times 1000, for the critical liquid mixture IW in both the one-phase
and two-phase regions, as a function of the reduced temperaturet.
The experimental data are represented by plusses, while the fitted
functions of models I and II~a! are represented by the solid and
dashed lines, respectively. The poor agreement of the model II~a!
with the experimental data is evident in the two-phase region over
the entire fitted range, and in the one-phase region for larget.

TABLE XI. Nonlinear least-squares fit of ellipsometric data far fromTc to Eqs. ~19!, ~31!, and ~32!,
with r̄cw50 imposed~referred to as model III!. ~Quoted errors are one standard deviation.!

Reduced
temperature

Mixture Phase range b2n a jv ~Å! *P6 RMA
b x2

AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.30760.011 2.2460.21 2.1060.22 1.0660.03 2.5
AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.304 2.1960.11 2.1460.13 2.4
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.30160.013 1.5260.17 2.0660.27 0.36
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.304 1.5560.08 2.0160.12 0.34

IW 1 0.007,t 20.30160.022 2.7260.29 2.0760.34 1.4960.09 0.12
IW 1 0.007,t 20.304 2.6960.11 2.0360.12 0.11
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.31160.037 1.7160.22 1.2960.44 0.11
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.304 1.7560.10 1.3660.10 0.11

LW 1 0.004,t 20.30860.069 1.0361.0 1.7960.97 1.1060.02 0.70
LW 1 0.004,t 20.304 1.0960.08 1.8460.10 0.66
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.29060.010 1.7760.14 1.8860.18 1.1
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.304 1.6060.06 1.6760.09 1.1

NH 1 0.005,t 20.30760.009 3.6360.21 1.7060.14 0.9660.02 2.5
NH 1 0.005,t 20.304 3.5660.10 1.7460.09 2.4
NH 2 0.001,t 20.29260.012 1.6260.18 2.0060.21 3.5
NH 2 0.001,t 20.304 1.7960.07 1.8260.10 3.3

aThe value of20.304 implies thatb2n has been fixed at this value.
bCalculated from the one- and two-phase fitted values of*P6 with b2n fixed.
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values are nearly identical in Tables VIII and XI, and the
changes in the fitted*P6 values are all on the order of or
less than one standard deviation. The conclusion that seems
evident from this is that the capillary wave con-
tribution r̄cw in Eq. ~28!, with qm determined by Eq.~29!, is
in poor agreement with the experimental data in the two-
phase region. It is also in poor agreement in the one-phase
region for the mixtures IW and LW.

The results of fitting the (r̄,t) data using model II~b!,
whereqm is determined by Eq.~30!, are listed in Table XII.
The values ofb2n, *P6 , andx2 in Table XII are nearly
identical to the corresponding values in Tables VIII and XI,
which indicates that the data have been fitted quite accurately
in Table XII. Thus the poor quality fit in Table X is due
solely to Eq.~29!, and replacing Eq.~29! with Eq. ~30! pro-
vides an accurate fit to the experimental data. The unfortu-
nate side of this is that Eq.~30! addskc as a second adjust-
able parameter in the nearly constant background termr̄bg.
Because of this,kc and jv , the other adjustable parameters
in r̄bg, are both very poorly determined, as can be seen by
their large uncertainties in Table XII. It is important to note,
however, that when Eq.~29! is used, the model is in poor
agreement with the experimental data regardless of the value
of jv . When Eq.~30! is used, on the other hand, the model
is in very good agreement with the data over a large range of
values ofjv andkc .

For each of the three successful fits in this paper@models
I, II ~b!, and III#, the experimental error-weighted means@23#
of the four mixtures’ values of*P6 andRMA are stated with
one-standard deviation errors in Table XIII. In Ref.@8# we
presented evidence that this type of fitting method deter-

mines*P1 andRMA values, which are on average 3–4%
low. The numbers in parentheses in Table XIII have been
given a 3.3% correction for*P1 and a 3.9% correction for
RMA . The appropriate correction is not known exactly, but
the corrected values in parentheses should be more accurate
than the uncorrected values.

The r̄(t) functions of models I, II~b!, and III differ only in
their functional forms of the background termr̄bg, which is
nearly independent oft. The critical term, proportional to
(*P6)t

b2n, is identical for the three model functions. Al-
though the formulation ofr̄bg has weaknesses in all three of
the models, we have no reason to believe that the form of the
critical term, from which the*P6 andb2n values are fit-
ted, contains any significant error. This is supported by the
fact that the fitted values for the exponentb2n from all
three of the models are in good agreement with the theoreti-
cal value. Despite the three different forms forr̄bg, the mean
values of*P6 given in the experimental rows of Table XIII
have a very small spread. This lends credibility to the accu-
racy of these experimental mean values and to the small
uncertainties which are stated for them.

At least one physical effect that could have contributed to
the measuredr̄ values has not been included in our model.
This is the effect of any anisotropy in the dielectric constant
that may exist near the liquid-vapor surface. It has been
shown that anisotropy can provide an important contribution
to ellipsometric measurements@46#. It is caused by a net
alignment of the electric dipoles of the molecules, and is
expected to occur only within a few molecular layers of the
surface. Thus it should affect the noncritical profile only, so
that it would merely provide another nearly constant contri-

TABLE XII. Nonlinear least-squares fit of Eqs.~19!, ~28!, ~30!, ~31!, and~32! @referred to as model II~b!#
to ellipsometric data far fromTc . ~Quoted errors are one standard deviation.!

Reduced
temperature kc

Mixture Phase range b2n a (10214 dyne cm! jv ~Å! *P6 RMA
b x2

AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.30860.010 665 1.561 2.1060.22 1.0960.03 2.5
AC 1 0.004,t,0.04 20.304 665 1.461 2.1760.13 2.3
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.30160.013 1068 1.060.5 2.0560.27 0.35
AC 2 0.0008,t,0.04 20.304 1068 1.160.5 1.9960.12 0.33

IW 1 0.007,t 20.30160.023 1066 2.060.8 2.0260.34 1.4760.09 0.11
IW 1 0.007,t 20.304 1066 1.960.8 1.9860.12 0.10
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.30760.036 1068 1.260.5 1.3260.44 0.11
IW 2 0.0015,t 20.304 1068 1.260.5 1.3560.10 0.10

LW 1 0.004,t 20.30860.055 14610 0.860.2 1.7860.76 1.1760.09 0.70
LW 1 0.004,t 20.304 14610 0.860.2 1.8460.10 0.66
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.29360.011 362 0.860.4 1.7260.18 0.93
LW 2 0.0008,t 20.304 362 0.760.4 1.5760.08 0.93

NH 1 0.005,t 20.30760.008 563 2.560.4 1.7660.15 1.0060.02 2.3
NH 1 0.005,t 20.304 563 2.460.4 1.8060.09 2.3
NH 2 0.001,t 20.29260.012 564 0.960.4 1.9860.21 3.4
NH 2 0.001,t 20.304 564 1.060.4 1.8060.10 3.3

aThe value of20.304 implies thatb2n has been fitted at this value.
bCalculated from the one- and two-phase fitted values of*P6 with b2n fixed.
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bution to r̄bg. As Table XIII demonstrates, neglecting con-
tributions to r̄bg provides negligible error to the fitted*P6

andb2n values. We suggest that if anisotropy actually had
a strong influence on the critical profile, then the fitted values
of b2n would not be in good agreement with the theoretical
value.

Flöter and Dietrich@7# have extracted a surface scaling
function P1(x) from each of the adsorption profiles deter-
mined from the ellipsometry experiments of Findenegg and
coworkers@42,47# and from the reanalysis of optical data by
Liu and Fisher@19#. These experimental functions scatter
widely relative to one another and relative to the theoretical
functions, particularly in the crossover regionx;1 between
the two asymptotic limits. This could be due to the fact that
the profiles were all formulated with multiple adjustable pa-
rameters. From these experimental profiles Flo¨ter and
Dietrich obtained the estimateg1.0.7560.15, where the
amplitude relation*P65g6 /(n2b) gives*P1.2.560.5.
This estimate is the mean value obtained from seven differ-
ent mixtures, and an uncertainty of one standard deviation
has been supplied. Flo¨ter and Dietrich were also able to ex-
tract the two-phase functionP2(x) from the ellipsometric
data on the liquid-vapor surface of a critical liquid mixture
measured by Hirtz, Lawnik, and Findenegg@47#, from which
they obtainedg2.0.768, which gives*P2.2.53. This
value is from one mixture only, and its uncertainty could not
be estimated. These estimates of*P6 are included in the
experimental section of Table XIII.

The available theoretical values for the universal numbers
*P6 andRMA are also provided in Table XIII, where RG
refers to the renormalization-group study of Diehl and
Smock@3#, MC refers to the Monte Carlo study of Smock,
Diehl, and Landau@4#, and I refers to the interpolation study
of Flöter and Dietrich@7#. The three theories have a much
smaller spread in their values for the one-phase result*P1

than for the two-phase result*P2 . Our experimental values
suggest that all three of the theoretical estimates of*P1 are
reasonably accurate. Our fitted experimental values of*P2

are approximately halfway between the RG and I values.
Possible sources of systematic error to our experimental

values of*P6 are the measured values of the nonuniversal

parameters listed in Tables II, III, and IX. Of particular con-
cern is the correlation length amplitudej01 , since the fitted
experimental values of*P1 and*P2 are inversely propor-
tional to the measured values ofj06 used in Eq.~31!. This
source of uncertainty has been propagated into the uncertain-
ties stated for*P6 in Tables VIII, X, and XI. It is an impor-
tant source of error because the uncertainty on the measure-
ment of j01 is typically on the order of 10%, and is even
greater forj02 , which is determined from thej01 value
using the approximate result of Eq.~15!. Since the ratio
RMA is independent of the value used forj01 , an incorrectly
measuredj01 value would result in both the*P1 and
*P2 values being either too high or too low, but theRMA
value would remain correct. While the experimentalRMA
values are inversely proportional to the value used for the
ratio j01 /j02 , Flöter and Dietrich@7# have pointed out that
the quantityRF5(j01 /j02)RMA is independent of even this
ratio. With the exception of the value from the interpolation
study, all values ofRF listed in Table XIII were determined
by multiplying the corresponding RMA value by
j01 /j0251.96 @22#. In the interpolation study@7# it was
deduced thatj01 /j0251.7360.04 andRF52.2860.10.
The value ofRMA given for this study in Table XIII was
calculated from these two values. The experimental values of
RF in Table XIII are in good agreement with the theoretical
values from the interpolation and MC studies.

VII. SUMMARY

We have presented our most accurate ellipsometric criti-
cal adsorption data, measured on the liquid-vapor surface of
the critical mixtures AC, IW, LW, and NH. The Drude equa-
tion ~7! was used to analyze the (r̄,t) data far fromTc and
provide an experimental estimate of the universal integrals
*P6 defined in Eqs.~5a! and ~5b!.

Four variations on this analysis, which differed only in
their treatment of the various nearly constant background
contributions tor̄, were applied to the data. In model I the
uppermost surface layer of the liquid was assumed to be
composed purely of the preferentially adsorbed component,
and capillary wave fluctuations were ignored. In model III

TABLE XIII. Comparison of the existing theoretical values for the universal critical adsorption param-
eters*P6 , RMA , andRF with the experimental values obtained in this paper and in the literature. Our
experimental values are the error-weighted means of the values fitted for the four mixtures in Tables VIII
~model I!, XI ~model III!, and XII @model II~b!#. The values in parentheses have been adjusted in an effort to
account for small systematic errors. See text for details.

*P1 *P2 RMA RF

Theory RGa 1.91 1.44 1.33 2.61
MCb 2.18 1.97 1.11 2.18
Ic 2.2760.33 1.8460.33 1.3260.07 2.2860.10

Experiment Model I 1.90(1.96)60.08 1.6060.13 1.12(1.16)60.06 2.20(2.29)60.12
Model III 1.89(1.95)60.09 1.6960.13 1.04(1.08)60.05 2.04(2.12)60.10
Model II~b! 1.91(1.97)60.08 1.6560.13 1.09(1.13)60.05 2.13(2.21)60.10

Flöter and Dietrichc 2.560.5 2.53

aReference@3#.
bReference@4#.
cReference@7#.
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the composition of the uppermost surface layer of the liquid
was determined from liquid-vapor surface tension measure-
ments for each mixture@Eqs. ~25! and ~26!# and again cap-
illary wave fluctuations were ignored. In models II~a! and
II ~b! the surface layer composition was determined from sur-
face tension measurements while the contribution due to the
capillary wave fluctuations was approximated by Eqs.~28!,
with qm determined by Eqs.~29! and~30!, respectively. The
results from these four methods of analysis are provided in
Tables VIII, XI, X, and XII, respectively. While models I,
II ~b!, and III provide very accurate descriptions of the ex-
perimental data, model II~a! fails to do so. The models I,
II ~b!, and III results show that ellipsometry alone is insuffi-
cient to critically explore the nature of the background con-
tributions. However, model II~a! provides an example in
which ellipsometry does have sufficient sensitivity to dis-
criminate against an inappropriately modeled background.
The values of*P6 fitted from models I, II~b!, and III are
nearly identical~Table XIII!. This is evidence that very ac-
curate values for*P6 can be fitted to the ellipsometric data
without a quantitatively accurate understanding of each of
the background contributions.

We conclude that *P151.9760.08 and *P2

51.6560.13 @from the model II~b! fit# are our best experi-
mental estimates of the universal integrals. Both of these
experimental values lie within the range of the corresponding
theoretical values available in the literature~Table XIII!.
However, the spreads in the theoretical values for*P1 and
*P2 are many times greater than the uncertainties of the
measured values.
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